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COURSES TAUGHT:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Topics and Cases in Competition Policy
Economics of Litigation
Laws and economics of privacy
Advanced Industrial Organization
Econometrics of Competition
Economics of innovation and Intellectual
property
Market Regulation in the Digital World
Digital Economics
Industry regulation
Competition law in practice

Double degree in Economics and Law path :
• Fiscalité (in French)
• Contrat de distribution (in French)

SKILLS:
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Knowledge of competition law, its sources
as well as the doctrine.
Analysis of companies’ strategies with
regard to economic theory.
Knowledge of regulatory economic models
as well as their analysis framework.
Preparation of reasoned technical reports
that call upon economic analysis,
interpretation of applied econometric
model estimation as well as academic
literature, depending on the discipline
(Law, Economics).
Use of economic theory (imperfect
competition, games theory, industrial
economics) to develop a clear reasoned
argument on cases of competition to be
discussed or for helping public decisionmaking.
Presentation of doctrinal and recent
competition cases ruled upon by the
authorities in order to bring out the
economic or legal issues.
Research and comparison with foreign
legislation in competition law for
multinational firms.

The master in "Economics and Competition Law" is divided
into two years: Master 1 and Master 2. It provides students
with a solid education in economics, econometrics and law,
focusing on competition policy.
Students learn how to model industrial economics and
acquire the ability to analyze and understand the
functioning of markets and the strategies of firms. They also
develop a rigorous analysis of the rules of competition
policy and law.
Teaching is in English (M2) and is provided by recognized
researchers, members of TSE, professors of the Faculty of
Law, as well as by external professional speakers at
conferences.
At the end of their two years of study, students obtain one
diploma from the University Toulouse 1 Capitole in
Economics (Economist path) or two diplomas (Double
degree in Economics and Law path): a Master 1 in Law and
a Master in Economic Sciences.
Yassine Lefouili – Master’s program Director
Lucien RAPP et Patrick REY - Scientific codirectors

Careers:
• Jobs: Consultants, lawyers, economists, experts in
competition law, or industrial property, …
• Activity sectors:

Thibaud VERGÉ

Chief Economist at the Competition Authority (France)

My training at the University of Toulouse enabled me to acquire a good knowledge of industrial economics
and a better understanding of the impact of companies’ strategies on the markets. A good understanding of
advances in economic research on the behavior of companies (as well as consumers) is essential for
defining company practices that harm consumers and/or social surplus and thus for being able to evaluate
the effects of competition policies.

Jérémie MARTHAN

Lawyer at Linklaters (Paris) - Lecturer - ECL Master.

Economic analysis now represents an essential and growing part of competition law. It is therefore
imperative for future professionals to master both disciplines: competition law and economics. The
Toulouse School of Economics now enjoys international prestige and provides excellent training.
The Master in “Economics and Competition Law” therefore offers unique training that is able to combine
economic excellence with competition law and so train the great professionals of the future.

Patrick REY

Professeur des Universités en Sciences Économiques (TSE) - Intervenant Master ECL.

Given that the application of competition law, sectorial regulations and institutional rules in general are
having an effect on economic activity, economic skills are increasingly being combined with mastery of the
legal framework. The Master in “Economics and Competition Law” provides exactly the right training
necessary for facing up to this challenge.
TSE is particularly well placed to do this because many of its lecturers are recognized experts in this field,
at the leading edgeof research, as well as in the practice of competition and regulatory policies.

Sylvaine PERUZZETTO

Professeur des Universités en Droit Privé (UT1) - Intervenante Master ECL.

Competition is essentially a field where the economic approach and the legal approach are complementary.
Competition law is in fact based on economic concepts and methods whilst associating elements of the
necessary legal certainty.
The Master in “Economics and Competition Law” therefore trains students in these dual skills for positions
in professional firms, companies or institutions, enabling them to evaluate the competitive risks of their
strategies, their integration operations and their manufacturing, purchasing and sales research policies and
to come up with potential answe
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